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Abstract. A method is described for calculating the extent of short-range order (SRO) in the 
paramagnetic state of magnetic transition metals. An energy V is calculated for a set of 
configurations of the exchange field. An entropy S is attached to each configuration; this is 
the logarithm of the number of configurations with the same degree of long- and short-range 
magnetic order. The SRO is then found by minimising the resulting free energy V - TS 
with respect to a near-neighbour correlation. The resulting Curie temperature Tc and the 
magnetic entropy are in good agreement with experiment. The corresponding nearest- 
neighbour correlation is small (approximately cos 74") at Tc. 

1. Introduction 

The nature of magnetic correlations in the paramagnetic phase of the magnetic transition 
metals is still an open question. The ground state of Fe is well described by band theory 
and the transition by the disordering of local magnetic moments. Thermal properties 
such as specific heat, thermal expansion, spontaneous magnetovolume effect and sus- 
ceptibility are compatible with a Heisenberg model with localised magnetic moments 
of magnitude close to the ground-state value of 2.2 pB. However, polarised neutron 
measurements (Johnson et a1 1987) of the spin-spin correlation function above the Curie 
temperature Tc show considerably less scattering at large wavevectors than predicted 
by the Heisenberg model. Korenman et a1 (1977) have interpreted the lack of weight at 
short wavelengths in terms of the existence of considerable magnetic short-range order 
(SRO ) in the paramagnetic state. Edwards (1980) has criticised this interpretation as 
being incompatible with the thermal data, which show no evidence for unusual SRO in 
the paramagnetic state, and has explained the small magnitude of the moments in terms 
of missing weight at short wavelengths. 

The magnitude of the magnetic moments, 1.55 pB at 1.25 T,, observed by integrating 
the scattering data, is considerably reduced from that in the ferromagnetic state, 2.2 pB. 
This disagrees with the magnetovolume data, and would also imply a large increase in 
exchange energy (Kakehashi and Samson 1986). The distinction is one of timescales: 
the neutron measurements cover an energy window of approximately 2 kTc. They 
therefore average over a timescale -h/2kTc and do not see the faster fluctuations, which 
are mostly at short wavelengths. The fast fluctuations do however contribute to the 
thermal properties. Angle-resolved photoemission studies of the electronic structure of 
paramagnetic iron (Kisker et al 1985) are believed to average over an intermediate 
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timescale. Haines et a1 (1985) and Clauberg et a1 (1985) have simulated these spectra by 
calculating the photoemission from random systems with varying degrees of SRO. By 
fitting the data at Tc they find a lower bound to the nearest-neighbour correlation 
coefficient of 0.4, using a Gaussian correlation function. The trend suggested by these 
results is that faster measurements observe less SRO. The question addressed here 
is whether the itinerancy of the d electrons leads to longer-range static (zero-time) 
correlations and smaller local moments than in a Heisenberg model. In this paper we 
develop a method of calculating the static SRO. 

In previous treatments the extent of SRO has often been assumed from the outset. In 
local band theory (Korenman et a1 1977), the magnetisation varies sufficiently slowly in 
space and time that it can support a local band structure. In the opposite limit, Hubbard 
(1979), Hasegawa (1980), Gyorffy et a1 (1985) and others picture local moments dis- 
ordered on an atomic scale, and apply the coherent-potential approximation. A more 
general approach, due to Moriya and Takahashi (1978, 1984), interpolates between 
these limits. Another approach is to fit calculated energies or observed spin-wave 
dispersions to a model Hamiltonian whose statistical mechanics have been well studied. 
Shastry et a1 (1981) have used the exactly soluble spherical model (SM) of Berlin and Kac 
(1952) in this context. This does lead to a small amount of SRO in the paramagnetic state, 
although Johnson et a1 (1987) have criticised the model for failing to give a correct 
description of the dynamics. The present approach can be thought of as a generalised 
SM that can be fitted to the energies of arbitrary configurations of the magnetisation. 

The method developed here is a general method of determining the SRO by appending 
a configurational entropy to energies calculated by various means. Figure 1 shows the 
principle behind the method, which is a quantitative development of the ideas of Heine 
and Joynt (1988). They argue that itinerant magnets disorder on a longer length scale 
than insulators, perhaps corresponding to the wavevector qc at which the spin waves 
enter the Stoner continuum. This scale can be found by comparing the energy and 
entropy of configurations of the magnetisation disordered on different length scales, 
minimising the free energy with respect to the angle between nearest neighbours. There 
is some freedom of choice here in defining the degree of SRO: they use a domain-wall 
approximation that is valid only in the paramagnetic state and therefore obtain a first- 
order transition from a perfectly ordered state to a state with a finite domain size at Tc. 
In the present work we develop a more systematic definition of the SRO. In both cases, 
the existence of SRO depends on the existence of a kink in the energy at some length 
scale, which determines the correlation length at Tc. We take an energy V and a 
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configurational entropy S for spiral configurations with an angle q rij between nearest- 
neighbour moments. We define a SRO parameter c, such as the nearest-neighbour 
correlation 

c1 = Q cosq-r i j .  (1 * 1) 
]=NNofi 

We then minimise the free energy F(c) = V(c) - TS(c) to obtain the thermodynamic 
potentials and SRO parameter. The energy Vis an effective Hamiltonian for the magnetic 
excitations, which can be evaluated in terms of the total energy of a configuration of the 
magnetisation. It is in general a highly complicated function with long-range, non- 
quadratic and many-atom interactions. The entropy is the logarithm of the number of 
configurations consistent with the same degree of SRO; it can be evaluated exactly. Here 
we count the number of configurations with the same nearest-neighbour correlation 
(Si - Si) as in the spin spirals, or more generally use an average of the correlation over a 
few shells. 

The method can be thought of as an extension either of meanfield theory (MFT) or of 
the spherical model (sM). In MFT one takes the energy V to be a function of the total 
magnetisation M only, and one associates a combinatorial entropy S with each value of 
M .  This entropy is the logarithm of the number of microstates consistent with this 
magnetisation. One then minimises the free energy F ( M )  = V ( M )  - T S ( M )  to obtain 
the thermodynamic potentials and order parameter. The approximation is exact if the 
energy is a function of the order parameter only, as is the case for infinite-range 
interactions. It is clearly unsatisfactory for the present purpose, where we are interested 
in the SRO. We therefore introduce a SRO parameter, such as the nearest-neighbour 
correlation, in addition to the order parameter, and calculate the corresponding energy 
and entropy. Minimising the free energy with respect to both parameters will give the 
SRO in the paramagnetic state, provided that the energy depends only weakly on the 
remaining variables. 

The SM consists of a spin Hamiltonian 

with the averaged constraint 

Z s T = N  
i 

replacing the N constraints on the magnitudes of each spin si. The exact free energy, 
magnetisation and correlation function are known (Berlin and Kac 1952). In the present 
method the Hamiltonian is an arbitrary function of the three summations in equations 
(1.2)-(1.3), fitted to the calculated energies. At any temperature the entropy and 
correlation function will be the same as in the corresponding SM at some temperature, 
but the temperature dependence of these quantities does differ. Moriya and Takahashi 
(1978, 1984) use a similar Hamiltonian, with the .Iij in general functions of the other 
summations, but with the Hamiltonian restricted to a linear dependence on the cor- 
relation function. There is considerable numerical evidence for the importance of non- 
quadratic interactions (Hubbard 1979, Lin-Chung and Holden 1981). 

In § 2 we discuss the effective Hamiltonian that is to be used. The entropy, calculated 
in 0 3, may however be combined with any effective Hamiltonian. Section 4 covers the 
thermodynamics and § 5 the correlation functions. The results for iron, given in 0 6, do 
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not exhibit significant SRO. These results are discussed in 0 7. A brief account of the 
method and some preliminary results have appeared elsewhere (Samson 1988). 

2. Energy 

The first stage is the choice of an effective Hamiltonian for the magnetic system. This 
Hamiltonian should describe the statistical mechanics, and therefore the static SRO, but 
not necessarily the dynamics. Various forms of Hamiltonian may then be used: spin 
models, such as a classical or quantum (spin-1) Heisenberg model or the SM (Shastry et 
a1 198l), density functional energies (Gyorffy et a1 1985), and, as is usually the case, the 
free energy of electrons in a field as derived by the functional integral method. The 
entropy derived in § 3 can be appended to any of these. We use the Hamiltonian obtained 
from the functional integral, as the approximations may be improved systematically 
(Samson 1984,1986). We start from the Hubbard Hamiltonian, written in the form 

U 
H = H b a n d  - I ~ S ; . S ; + - ~ n ~  

i 4 i  

where Si and.ni are the total d electron spin and number operators on the site i, Hband 
describes the band structure of non-interacting electrons in five d bands or nine spd 
bands and I is the Stoner parameter. The transition is driven by the magnetic degrees 
of freedom, which we represent by an exchange field {A,}, a three-component time- 
independent vector on each site. The statistical mechanics of the Hubbard model are 
then the same as those of an effective Hamiltonian or potential V({A,}). We call a set of 
{Ai} a configuration. The partition function is an integral over all configurations: 

Here /3 = l /kTand Vois the potential of a ‘free’ exchange field. So far this is a tautology: 
there is considerable freedom in the choice of V and V, that will still keep the partition 
function exact; the effective Hamiltonian will in general be dependent on temperature. 
Such a Hamiltonian could be obtained in principle by applying the Hubbard- 
Sfratonovich transformation to equation (2.1): the spin-spin interaction is replaced by 
an interaction of the spins with a vector exchange field and the charge-charge interaction 
is replaced by the interaction of the charge density with a Coulomb field. The Coulomb 
field and the finite-frequency parts of the exchange field are then integrated out. The 
present work however is restricted to the static approximation: if the one-electron 
Hamiltonian for electrons in the exchange field, 

H e 1  = H b a n d  - E Ai * Si, (2.3) 
i 

has eigenvalues E,], the effective Hamiltonian is 

i 

Here the Fermi distribution has been replaced by a step function in equation (2.4) and 
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the saddle-point approximation has been used for the charge fluctuations. Quantum 
corrections to the static approximation may be added (Samson 1984,1986); their possible 
effect will be touched upon later. 

The quantity of interest is the spin-spin correlation function, which will not be 
calculated directly. It can be derived from the correlation function of the exchange field, 
which we shall be calculating directly, by the following relations: 

( S i ) H  = ( A m  (2.6) 

where T is the imaginary-time-ordering operator, with the imaginary-time dependence 
of an operator A given by 

The averages ( ) H  on the left-hand sides of equations (2.6) and (2.7) are exact thermal 
averages for the Hubbard model. The spin-spin correlation in equation (2.7) is approxi- 
mately that obtained by integrating the neutron scattering intensity over an energy 
window from 0 to kT.  The averages ( ) on the right-hand side are thermal averages over 
the effective Hamiltonian V .  Thus the calculated correlation functions of the exchange 
field relate to the measured scattering intensity. 

The effective Hamiltonian in equation (2.4) is a very complicated function of the AI 
that cannot in general be fitted by a Heisenberg model, except within restricted classes 
of configurations. It may however be evaluated for any given configuration by electronic 
structure techniques such as the recursion method (You and Heine 1982, Holden and 
You 1982). It is the results for sample configurations that will be used as input for the 
next stage of the calculation. 

We need a suitable sample of configurations that will be typical of the ferromagnetic 
and paramagnetic states with specified correlation functions. These can be either random 
configurations selected from a probability distribution (Haines 1985) or regular con- 
figurations. The former were used to model photoemission from the paramagnetic state 
of iron (Haines et a1 1985, Clauberg et a1 1985). We use the latter here, in the form of 
frozen spin waues (sw), conical configurations of the exchange field with all atoms 
equivalent. The exchange field 

A(T) = exp(Ht)A exp(-Hz). (2.8) 

A I  = (A sin 8cosQ + r I ,  A sin 8s inQ e r I ,  A cos 8 )  (2.9) 
is specified by three parameters: the amplitude A ,  the order parameter cos 8 and the 
wavevector Q. In the present work we concentrate on the paramagnetic state, which is 
modelled by sw with 8 = n/2, so that the exchange field lies in the xy plane. We call 
these configurations spin spirals. 

To calculate the statistical mechanics based on the energies of a small number of 
configurations one must make an assumption regarding the remaining configurations. 
We therefore assume the energy of any configuration to be equal to that of the cor- 
responding sw; a value of the parameters A ,  6 and Q needs to be assigned to an arbitrary 
configuration. This requires a change of variables. A suitable parametrisation is 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 
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where E A ,  = 1 
i 

(2.12) 

describing the order parameter, the exchange field amplitude and a SRO parameter 
respectively, N being the number of atoms. These are now defined for any configuration 
and, for the sw of equation (2.9), take the values 

x1 = ( o , ~ ,  A cos e )  (2.13) 
X 2  = A2 (2.14) 

and 
X 3  = A2 sin2 8c 

where 
(2.15) 

c = xAl, c o s Q - r ,  (2.16) 
! 

is the SRO parameter. The energy is then the trial potential V,(A, 8, Q ) .  The presence 
of both long- and short-range order parameters in the energy takes account of the 
range of interaction. The energies can be fitted to non-quadratic nearest-neighbour 
interactions or,  following Shastry et aZ(1981), quadratic longer-range interactions. More 
generally, they can be fitted to an arbitrary function of A ,  8 and c, with the A ,  suitably 
selected and possibly functions of temperature, A and 8. Such a fit would however 
require data for a much wider range of configurations than the spin spirals considered 
here. The correlation function could also be fitted by more than one parameter, giving, 
say, the nearest- and next-nearest-neighbour correlations, at the expense of much 
greater algebraic complexity. Sasaki (1985) has derived such an expression for a mol- 
ecular crystal Hamiltonian. 

The energies used here are those recently calculated by Luchini and Heine (1989) 
for Fe with spin spirals of wavevector Q in the [loo] and [110] directions, using a full spd 
band structure. The alternating tilt energies they report refer to the state below Tc and 
are not needed here. In a nearest-neighbour Heisenberg model, a plot of these energies 
against the nearest-neighbour correlation should lie on a straight line whose slope is 
given by the exchange interaction. The observed deviation from a straight line can arise 
both from longer-range interactions and multi-atom or non-quadratic interactions. In 
this paper, as an illustration of the method, we treat two limiting cases for the energy 
consistent with the [loo] data: case I ,  an arbitrary function of the nearest-neighbour 
correlation only, 

V(c) = a n C P  
n 

(2.17) 

where the SRO parameter c is equal to the nearest-neighbour correlation c,; and case 11, 
a linear function of a longer-range correlation function, 

(2.18) 
where the SRO parameter c in this case is a linear combination 

V(c) = J ( l  - c) 

c = A&, 
n 

of nth-neighbour correlations 
1 ( A ,  * A j )  
2, jinnthshell A2 ' 

c,=- 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

Here z ,  is the coordination number of the nth shell. The coefficients A,, are the A, for the 
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nth shell, normalised as in equation (2.12), so that in the ferromagnetic ground state 
c = c, = 1. Case I1 is equivalent to a Heisenberg or spherical model with exchange 
interactionsJA,. If A y  couples nearest neighbours only, spin spirals in the [loo] direction 
on a BCC lattice of lattice constant a correspond to 

c = cos( Qa/2) 0 = n12. (2.21) 

Spin spirals in the [ 1001 direction can be fitted to either of these forms. The parameters 
used are as follows, expressed in temperature units; I ,  a least-squares cubic fit gives a. = 
1584 K, a,  = -1744 K, a2 = 402 K and a3 = -235 K; 11, J = 1376 K, J, = JA, = 225 K,  
J 2 =  J A 2  = -101 K, J 3  = JA, = 0, J4 = JA4 = 7 K a n d J 5  

The fits in I and I1 give identical energies for spins spirals in the [loo] direction. (In 
the results reported in § 4 a quintic rather than a cubic fit is used for case I.) With the 
spin spiral data used here there is little difference in the results between cases I and 11, 
as the data do not deviate appreciably from a Heisenberg model. 

= JA5 = 0. 

3. Entropy 

For each point in parameter space ( X , , X 2 ,  X3), or the equivalent sw ( A ,  0, c), we need 
to know the number of configurations in phase space ( {A , } )  satisfying the constraints 
(2.10)-(2.12). Each constraint corresponds to a 3N - 1-dimensional surface in phase 
space, one point of which is the sw. The area of the intersection of those surfaces is 
the number of configurations compatible with the constraints, and the configurational 
entropy is the logarithm of that area. More generally, if these constraints are replaced 
by n constraints 

Xr =fr({Ai>) 1 s r s n  (3.1) 

on macroscopic averages, with n a small number of order one, the partition function of 
equation (2.2) can be written 

If the energy is a function of the parameters {X, }  only, the integration over the exchange 
field can be carried out to leave 

(3.3) 

where Zo = exp( -pFo)  is the denominator in equation (2.2) and the entropy is given by 

This is the logarithm of the area of the intersection of n surfaces in N dimensions. The 
exponent in equation (3.3) is an extensive quantity, whilst the number of integrations is 
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of order one. In the thermodynamic (Ar+ E) limit the free energy is therefore given by 
the saddle-point value 

F = min[V, - TS] - Fo (3.5) x 
and the values of the parameters by the position of the minimum. 

We now return to specific results for the sw. The entropy can be evaluated exactly if 
the constraints are all linear or quadratic forms in the field. This is the case for the 
parametrisation of equations (2.10)-(2.12), where the surfaces are aplane, a sphere and 
a hyperboloid respectively. The derivation is in the appendix; the resulting entropy per 
atom is 

S(A, 8 ,  c ) /N = 3k In A sin 6' - 3k(ln G(z )  + K ( z ) ) / ~ ,  (3.6) 

where G(z )  is the lattice Green function 

and K ( Z )  is its integral: 

The value of z is determined implicitly in terms of the SRO parameter c by 

c = z - l/G(z). (3.9) 
A(k) is the Fourier transform of A,, normalised so that A(0) = 1. The first term in equation 
(3.6) corresponds to the amplitude of transverse fluctuations from the ferromagnetic 
state and the second term corresponds to a short-range-disorder entropy. In the ferro- 
magnetic state z = 1; z increases with temperature in the paramagnetic state. The 
entropy therefore separates into three terms that depend only on the amplitude, order 
parameter and SRO respectively. 

4. Thermodynamic quantities 

We can calculate the exchange field amplitude, order parameter and SRO parameter for 
the trial Hamiltonian VT by minimising the free energy VT - TS with respect to the 
parameters A ,  8 and c. This gives 

3kT/A = dV,/aA, (4.1) 

3kTcot e = dVT/a6' (4.2) 

#kTG(Z) = -dV,/ac (4.3) 

and 

respectively. These equations can now be solved for the parameters. 
Such a treatment in general requires a three-dimensional grid of data points. For 

the present work we make a further simplification. Here we are interested in the 
paramagnetic state, where 8 = n/2. This leaves two free parameters, the amplitude A 
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and the SRO parameter c. The spin spiral data used here (Luchini and Heine 1989) 
cover a one-dimensional slice through this space; they represent the ‘self-consistent’ 
configurations in which VT is minimised with respect to A, which are those with moment 
m(c) = A/Z. This leads to a modified free energy, a function of c only, 

F(c)  = VT(c) - 3kTln m(c) + 3kT(ln G(z) + K(2))/2, (4.4) 

in which amplitude fluctuations no longer appear. This is consistent with equations 
(4.1)-(4.3) if the longitudinal stiffness a2VT/aA2 is independent of c .  The temperature 
dependence of the SRO parameter is then given by 

$kTG(z) - 3kT(d In m/dc) = -dVT/dc. 

kTc = -2(dVT/dc)/3[G(1) - 2(d In m/dc)]. 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

The Curie temperature is obtained by setting z = 1 and using equation (3.9), giving 

In the SM, d VT/dcis simply - J ,  independent of c, and the second term in the denominator 
is absent. In the case of Fe, where the moment is stable towards disordering, that term 
is small. The SRO parameter at and below Tc is 

c,,, = 1 - l /G(l) .  (4.7) 
Below Tc this describes the correlation between transverse fluctuations. In case I ,  i.e. 
nearest-neighbour interactions (either quadratic or non-quadratic) on the BCC lattice, 
this is 

c,,, = 0.282. . . = cos(73.6” . . .). (4.8) 
If the angle between nearest neighbours is constrained to be less than 73.6”, the system 
will order ferromagnetically. In case 11, with longer-range interactions, it is possible to 
obtain larger nearest-neighbour correlations within the paramagnetic phase. 

5. Correlation functions and susceptibility 

The full correlation function can be determined once c is known. It is identical to that 
obtained from the SM with interactions proportional to A+ 

(lA(4)I2) = A2/[G(z)(z - W)l (5.1) 

(Berlin and Kac 1952, Joyce 1972) where z is given in terms of c by equation (3.9). 
The temperature dependence of the correlation function depends on the temperature 
dependence of c and therefore on the detailed form of the Hamiltonian. For example, 
if the slope of the energy increases rapidly with angle, or the self-consistent moment 
decreases rapidly with angle, the correlation length will decrease with temperature more 
slowly than in the SM. 

The static susceptibility is given by 

x(4)  = (PoPk2n/12kT12)(( lA(4)l2) - 6ZkT). (5  4 
Here n is the number of atoms per unit volume and g = 2. This can be derived from the 
functional integral. Writing A in terms of the self-consistent magnetisation gives 

x(4) = ( ~ ~ P ~ g ” / 1 2 k T ) ( m 2 / / [ G ( z ) ( z  - A(4))I + O(kT/ I ) ) .  (5.3) 

For the uniform susceptiblity we substitute A(0) = 1. The kT/Z term, which contains a 
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Table 1. Results for nearest-neighbour non-quadratic coupling (I) and longer-range quad- 
ratic coupling (11) compared with experimental data. 

I I1 Experiment 

Tc (K) 820 670 1040 
NN correlation ( T  = Tc) 0.282 = cos 73.6" 0.254 = cos 75.3" >0.4a 
SRO parameter ( T  = Tc) 0.282 = cos 73.6" 
(S, as,),, ( T =  1.25Tc) 0.232 0.36b 
S(m) - S(Td 0.27 0.30 0.29' 

0.291 = COS 73.1" 

a Haines et a1 (1985), Clauberg et a1 (1985) (photoemission). 
Ziebeck (1988) (neutron scattering). 
Bendick and Pepperhoff (1982) (heat capacity). 

positive contribution from longitudinal fluctuations in A and a negative contribution 
from the second term in equation (5.2), is responsible for increasing the Curie constant 
from S 2  to S(S  + 1) in the high-temperature limit. It will be ignored in the present 
treatment. 

6. Results 

Figure 1 shows the energy VT, the scaled entropy - TS and the free energy VT - TS as 
functions of the spin spiral angle at a temperature of 1.25 Tc in case I ,  i.e. with an entropy 
calculated from a nearest-neighbour model. The position of the minimum gives the 
value of the SRO parameter; the minimum moves towards greater disorder with increasing 
temperature. 

Table 1 compares calculated quantities with experimental values for both fits to the 
(1001 spin spiral data. There is a slight difference between the two fits since the energies 
deviate a small amount from a nearest-neighbour Heisenberg model. In both case the 
moparameter issmall at Tc. The relevant experimentalvalues are thenearest-neighbour 
correlation extracted from photoemission data and the nearest-neighbour spin-spin 
correlation (Si - Si)" extracted from neutron data. For the latter, the table shows the 
calculated and experimental values of 

(s; - SI)" = cm2/4, (6.1) 
where m is the magnetisation, at a temperature of 1.25 Tc. Figure 2 shows the tem- 
perature dependence of the SRO parameter. Another measure of the SRO at Tc is 
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1 5 1  + 

T/  Tc T /  Tc 

Figure 3. Heat capacity of Fe as a function of 
temperature for case I. The crosses are the data 
of Bendick and Pepperhoff (1982); the full curve 
represents the calculation. 

Figure 4. Inverse susceptibility of Fe as a function 
of temperature for case I. 

the integrated entropy change between Tc and infinite temperatures. This is in good 
agreement with the experimental value, which has been extracted from Bendick and 
Pepperhoff's (1982) published plot of the magnetic heat capacity, although there is some 
uncertainty in separating a magnetic contribution from experimental data. The entropy 
is considerably less than the kln(2S + 1) often quoted for the transition, indicating that 
most of the entropy enters below Tc. (The integrated entropy change between 0 and Tc 
in this model would be infinite; this follows from the classical nature of the static 
approximation. The entropy expression of Heine and Joynt (1988), which assumes 
quantum spins, does give the value kln(2S + 1) for the total entropy change.) Figure 3 
shows the calculated heat capacity. Although the experimental data decrease much 
more rapidly than the calculated values, the entropy, as already mentioned, is in good 
agreement. Figure 4 shows the calculated susceptibility. 

7. Discussion 

The present calculation demonstrates that most of the static properties of iron in the 
paramagnetic state can be calculated by a method that takes the energies of con- 
figurations into account. This model does fail to describe the high-q part of the neutron 
scattering data (Johnson et a1 1987), which shows much less weight (for energy transfers 
below 2kTc) than expected in this model. The reason for this is the failure of the static 
approximation correctly to describe excitations of energy greater than kT. At high q the 
spin waves have entered the Stoner continuum and there is very little scattering at low 
energies. To treat this one must go beyond the static approximation. One method would 
be to include quantum corrections in the effective Hamiltonian (which would then be 
temperature-dependent) (Samson 1984, 1986) and use the same technique for cal- 
culating the resulting statistical mechanics. If the corrections increase the Hamiltonian 
at large angles, the SRO will be enhanced. Another such effect, seen in calculations 
(unpublished) on a one-dimensional model and of possible relevance here, is that, as 
the amplitude increases with temperature, the transverse stiffness and therefore the 
effective exchange interactions increase. This also leads to larger SRO than in a Hei- 
senberg model. 
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The method of attaching an area of phase space, and its corresponding entropy, to 
representative configurations can be applied to other forms of the effective Hamiltonian 
as well as to other statistical mechanical problems. 
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Appendix 

The entropy equation (3.6) can be derived either through the exponential representation 
of the 6 functions in equation (3.2) and the saddle-point method or, more simply, by 
using known results of the SM (Berlin and Kac 1952). Consider the Hamiltonian 

with the spherical constraint 

A; = N A ~  
i 

This Hamiltonian is a special case of the more general trial Hamiltonian V,(A, 8, c) and 
can be written in a similar form: 

H,,/N = -4JA2(cos2 0 + c sin2 0 )  +f(A) - bA cos 8 (A3) 

wheref(A) has an infinitely sharp minimum at Ao. The entropy from equation (3.4), 
expressed in terms of the amplitude, energy and order parameter, becomes (up to a 
Jacobian that can be neglected in the thermodynamic limit) 

A:/N)6(VT - H,({Ai}))6(A cos 8 - i Ai,/.) 

S = 3Nkln A + SSp(VT, A COS e) ,  (A5) 

where S,, is the entropy in the SM at a specified value of the energy and order parameter. 
This leads to the expression (3.6) for the entropy. (See, e.g., equations (2.27), (2.15) 
and (2.22) of Joyce (1972), generalising to a three-component exchange field and 
neglecting additive constants.) 
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The SRO parameter in the paramagnetic state is the ratio of the energy at temperature 
Tto that at T = 0, as in equation (2.16). It is given by 

c = z - G@). (A71 
In the case of nearest-neighbour coupling (case I) the analytic expression 

(Morita and Horiguchi 1971) is used, where K ( k )  is the complete elliptic integral of the 
first kind. 
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